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Abstract

DG penetration is continuously increased across distribution network not only to reduce carbon emission, but also to enhance the performance of the distribution network. In a restructured environment any distribution utility need to address DG placement and sizing problem to find a cost effective solution for the specific investment. Most of the authors have attempted to solve the problem based on real power loss reduction across the network. Some authors consider voltage stability based analysis for increased loadability of network with real power loss. However, optimal reactive power compensation also need to be incorporated for a cost effective solution. In this paper an attempt has been made to address various types of DG and RPC units citing and sizing problem with multi-objectives consists real power loss reduction and VSI improvement. A new approach includes development of cost function to find cost-effective solution for distribution network. Evolutionary based Genetic Algorithm used to optimize the objective function. Proposed algorithm is tested on IEEE-33 bus radial distribution system.

1 Introduction

After restructuring of power system any distribution utility facilitates the cost effective solution for specific investment made for network upgradation. DG and RPC placement reveals technical benefits make more concern to words for its placement and sizing across the distribution network. DG penetration is nowadays continuously increase makes passive distribution network to active and increase network complexity.

In previous literatures proposed different analytical and optimization based methods for finding out the optimal DER size and site. These methodologies were developed based on various objectives mostly includes active power loss minimization and voltage profile improvement. At the same time,

investment cost of DG also includes by some authors. All these approaches having their own advantages and dis-advantages depend upon various constraints and system considerations. In [4] author has tried to introduce an analytical approach for an optimal DG placement solution with radial distribution network. In [5] a ‘2/3 rule’ is presented for a radial type distribution system with a uniformly distributed load. The procedure presented is uncomplicated but cannot directly be applied to a network with different types of load allocation. In [6] a loss sensitivity factor of different nodes of network is calculated for the DG location to curtail the power loss without using any admittance matrix. In [7] power stability based analytical approach has been adopted to find out the impact of DG on network loss, node voltage and line voltage stability. In [8] author presented an analytical expression to find best capacity allocation and suggested methodology for finding the position of DG across the network. In [9] multi objective (criteria) includes economic benefit and maximum potential. In [10] the author presented an analytical terminology to find optimal solution includes the capacity and power factor of different types of DG with an single objective of loss minimization. In [11] the authors presented a new approach for maximizing potential advantage of optimally placed DERs to curtail losses, VAR losses in selected line.

Many authors also proposed different kind of optimization methods for finding out optimal solutions. In [12] G.A and PSO used to find optimal solution on distribution network. In [13] GA proposed to solve the problem with weighted multi objective criteria. PSO technique proposed in [14] for active and reactive power compensation by allocating different DGs across the distribution network. In [15] the authors proposed new methodology using GA to find size of fixed and switched shunt capacitor where capacitor positioning has been made to minimize losses and improve voltage w.r.t maximize annual saving.

Most of the research work only considers active power generation from PV for DG optimal analysis, but as there are many types of DGs available in the market, which can supply as well as absorb reactive power from the grid. In practice, in additional to the DGs, RPC devices are also present to feed up additional reactive demand so for more realistic solution in addition to various types of DG, RPC device need to include.

In this paper, an attempt has been made to address out DG as well as RPC sizing and citing problem across the distribution network. New methodology includes DG locations selection based on a voltage stability index. As per the index value, voltage sensitive buses are identified which are more critical to the voltage instability considering future load growth. After deciding DG location, size has been optimally selected using Genetic Algorithm. Wind turbine type DGs are selected to carry out analysis, which can also provide reactive power support to the grid. Looking to the additional reactive demand of the network Loss sensitivity factors are calculated of all different lines and according to its values, RPC locations are determined. Multi objective fitness function has been developed which includes loss minimization and cost minimization. The IEEE-33 bus distribution network has been taken to apply this methodology. This paper is subdivided into the following sections: section 2 presents problem formulation based on voltage stability and loss sensitivity factor. Section 3 describes the algorithm for DG as well as RPC allocation based on stability index and LSF. Section 4 includes results of the applied methodology for IEEE-33 bus distribution network.

2 Problem formulation

2.1 Theoretical Analysis for calculation of voltage stability.

A simple two bus system shown fig1,
The fundamental objective includes enhancement of the voltage level of the network to keep it within acceptable limit. Thus, the voltage at the load end can be enhanced by reducing voltage drop $IZ$ component.

In this case, local real and reactive power support is provided by connecting DERs and RPC devices. Active and reactive losses depend upon line impedance, thus making them decisive factors for VSI analysis.

The concept behind identifying the nodes for proposed DG locations is based upon VSI developed by [7], which predict most critical buses of the system, which experience voltage instability issues considering future load growth.

For a two bus distribution network,

$$S_l = V_r I_r^*$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$S_l = P_l - j Q_l$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$V_r' = V_r - Z I_r'$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where $I_r$ is the current at receiving end $(m_2)$

$$I_r' = \frac{P_l - j Q_l}{V_r^*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Considering real and reactive power support at load end by injecting proper type of DG, (4) can be written as:

$$I_r' = \frac{(P_l - P_g) - j(Q_l - Q_g)}{V_r^*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

As for two bus network shown in fig (4),

$$V(m_2) = V(m_1) - IZ$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Substituting value of $I_r'$ from (5) in (6) and solving will give real part,

$$P_l - P_g = \frac{V_r I_r}{P_1} \cos(\phi - \delta_x + \delta_r) - \frac{V_r^2}{P_1} \cos(\phi)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Rearranging (7) gives a quadratic equation,

$$|V_r|^2 - \frac{V_r I_r}{P_1} \cos(\phi - \delta_x + \delta_r) + \frac{Z(P_l - P_g)}{\cos(\phi)} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

For stable node voltages, (9) should have real roots, i.e. Discriminant $b^2 - 4ac \geq 0$.

$$\frac{V_r^2 \cos^2(\phi - \delta_x + \delta_r)}{\cos^2(\phi)} - \frac{4Z(P_l - P_g)}{\cos(\phi)} \geq 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The Voltage Stability Index as proposed by [8] evaluated by simplifying above equation (9), which gives the lines and the subsequent nods of network which are most critical to voltage collapse considering future load growth.
2.2 Theoretical Analysis for calculation of Loss sensitivity factor.

Loss Sensitivity Factor (LSF) \[6, 14\] is evaluated to determine the candidate locations for the RPC placement. The computation of these candidate buses for RPC placement initially helps in reduction of the search space for the optimization problem. Consider a distribution line section with an impedance of \( R_{m,m+1} + jX_{m,m+1} \) and a load of \( P_{m+1,\text{eff}} + jQ_{m+1,\text{eff}} \) connected between \( m \) and \( m+1 \) buses as shown in below Fig 2.

![Figure 2: Simple two bus system for LSF.](image)

The LSFs can be evaluated for above network with the help of following equation,

\[
\frac{\partial P_{\text{Loss},m,m+1}}{\partial Q_{m+1,\text{eff}}} = \frac{2*Q_{m+1,\text{eff}}*R_{m,m+1}}{|V_{m+1}|^2} \quad (10)
\]

Using the above equation, LSFs are computed from the NR-load flows and values are arranged in descending order for all the lines of the given network. Eq. (10) is used to compute the candidate bus for RPC placement. LSFs decide the locations considered for RPC installation. From the sequence of LSFs the buses which have lower voltage \( v < 0.96 \text{ p.u} \) will select for RPC placement.

2.3 Optimal sizing of DG and RPC on a Radial Network.

Fig 4. Presents one line diagram of IEEE-33 bus radial distribution test network. After deciding the location of DG and RPC on distribution network, the next problem is to find the capacity because the improper size may be resulted in increase in losses and poor voltage profile. Genetic Algorithm is used to address sizing problem of DG and RPC in the most economical way. A multi-objective fitness function developed to find out the optimal solution with satisfying all necessary power and voltage constraints.

As shown in the flow chart, Search starts with random variable values, in each iteration fitness function evaluate and GA’s operator crossover, mutation and reproduction perform to find global optimal sizing for DG and RPC device. As it is iterative process final solution has been reached after meeting termination criteria.

Table 1 presents various algorithm specific parameters for the genetic algorithm. Termination criteria set for maximum nos of generation reached and maximum generation is set with sixty.

![Figure 3: Single Line diagram of IEEE-33 Bus system.](image)
Figure 4: Proposed Algorithm for optimal sizing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Component of Genetic Algorithm</th>
<th>Method/Value</th>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Component of Genetic Algorithm</th>
<th>Method/Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Crossover Probability</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Objective function</td>
<td>Minimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mutation Probability</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Nos of Population</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No. of Population</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Power constraint for DG</td>
<td>0 to 0.005 P.U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>No of generation</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Q limit for DG</td>
<td>-0.004 to 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Termination Method</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Reactive power limit for RPC</td>
<td>0 to 0.004 PU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Generation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Crossover Method</td>
<td>Arithmetic</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>DG penetration limit</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mutation Method</td>
<td>Adaptive feasible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Algorithm specific parameters value
3 Objective function

Proposed Objective function (F) of the problem aimed to minimize the power loss in the system and maintained voltage magnitude of buses while minimizing total cost of investment behind DG and RPC devices. The multi objective function described as below,

\[
\text{Min } F = k_1 \times \frac{P_{\text{Loss}}}{P_{\text{Loss}_0}} + k_2 \times \frac{\sum \text{cost}_{DG}}{\text{cost}_{DG_{\text{max}}}} + k_3 \times \frac{\sum \text{cost}_{RPC}}{\text{cost}_{RPC_{\text{max}}}}
\]

\(F=\) Multi objective optimization function to be minimized. \(k_1, k_2, k_3=\) Weighted factors.

\(P_{\text{Loss}}=\) Power loss of network after DG and RPC placed. \(P_{\text{Loss}_0}=\) Base case power loss without DG and RPC.

\(\sum \text{cost}_{DG}=\) Cost of investment of DG to be placed. \(\text{cost}_{DG_{\text{max}}}=\) Maximum investment cost of DG with max. size.

\(\sum \text{cost}_{RPC}=\) Cost of investment of RPC to be placed. \(\text{cost}_{RPC_{\text{max}}}=\) Maximum investment cost of RPC w.r.t full size.

4 Simulation results

Proposed methodology has been tested on the IEEE-33 bus distribution network. A computer program was written in MATLAB R2014a and run on Intel i5-2430M CPU 2.4 GHZ PROCESSOR.

4.1 DG placement based on VSI

VSI values evaluated for Test system shown in Fig 5. Four most critical locations with the highest value of VSI consider for DG support. As per their VSI, bus no 7,23,24,29 buses are considered for DG placement. In this paper DG modeled to provide active as well as reactive power support to respective buses.

![VSI values of IEEE-33 Buses](image)

**Figure 5:** VSI values of IEEE-33 Buses.

4.2 RPC placement based on LSF.

L.S.F values have been calculated for all lines of the test distribution system. Table 2 shows Four buses consider for reactive power support by RPC as their having higher LSF with poor voltage profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>05</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSF</td>
<td>0.02200</td>
<td>0.012887</td>
<td>0.006369</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Bus locations with their LSF consider for RPC placement
4.3 Results of Genetic Algorithm.

GA is used to give the optimal size of DERs and RPC devices on to the network. Fig 6 presents convergence graph of objective function for sixty nos of generation. The minimum objective function value after termination of GA is 0.6642. Table 3 shows DG locations and their optimal size to facilitate active and reactive power support to the grid. Table 4 shows optimal RPC capacity and their respective locations.

**Figure 6**: Convergence graph of fitness function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RPC locations</th>
<th>05</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity in Kvar</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4**: RPC locations and their capacity.

**TABLE 3**: DG active / reactive power support at weak buses

Fig 7 presents bus voltage profile comparison chart of the system before and after modification. Fig 8 presents reduction in active loss and reactive loss after DG and RPC placement across the distribution network.

**Figure 7**: Voltage profile comparison chart.

**Figure 8**: Active reactive loss comparison chart of IEEE-33 Bus system.
5 Conclusion

Placement of DERs at appropriate locations with proper size is the major concern while interconnecting DERs with the utility grid. Since the RPC need to feed up additional reactive power of the network, this paper presents a new methodology, which combines optimal allocation of RPC device and DG for distribution network. VSI values are the key factor deciding critical buses and subsequent nodes, which are more prone to voltage collapse. Improper DG and RPC placement may lead to increase in losses and makes the things worse for existing network. From the above analysis of simulation results, indicate that the voltage profile has improved significantly and line losses reduced considerably thus, enhancing system, existing loadability with reduced burden of line losses and investment cost.
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